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Creating a Life Together 2003-01-01

an intentional community is a group of people who have chosen to live or work together in pursuit of a common ideal or vision an ecovillage
is a village scale intentional community that intends to create ecological social economic and spiritual sustainability over several
generations the 90s saw a revitalized surge of interest in intentional communities and ecovillages in north america the number of intentional
communities listed in the communities directory increased 60 percent between 1990 and 1995 but only 10 percent of the actual number of
forming community groups actually succeeded ninety percent failed often in conflict and heartbreak after visiting and interviewing founders
of dozens of successful and failed communities along with her own forming community experiences the author concluded that the successful
10 percent had all done the same five or six things right and the unsuccessful 90 percent had made the same handful of mistakes recognizing
that a wealth of wisdom were contained in these experiences she set out to distill and capture them in one place creating a life together is
the only resource available that provides step by step practical how to information on how to launch and sustain a successful ecovillage
or intentional community through anecdotes stories and cautionary tales about real communities and by profiling seven successful
communities in depth the book examines the successful 10 percent and why 90 percent fail the role of community founders getting a group off
to a good start vision and vision documents decision making and governance agreements legal options finding financing and developing land
structuring a community economy selecting new members and communication process and dealing well with conflict sample vision documents
community agreements and visioning exercises are included along with abundant resources for learning more

Finding Community 2007-05-01

how to research visit evaluate and join the ecovillage or sustainable community of your dreams finding community is as critical as obtaining
food and shelter since the need to belong is what makes us human the isolation and loneliness of modern life have led many people to search
for deeper connection which has resulted in a renewed interest in intentional communities these intentional communities or ecovillages are an
appealing choice for like minded people who seek to create a family oriented and ecologically sustainable lifestyle a lifestyle they are
unlikely to find anywhere else however the notion of an intentional community can still be a tremendous leap for some deterred perhaps by a
misguided vision of eking out a hardscrabble existence with little reward in fact successful ecovillages thrive because of the combined skills
and resources of their members finding community presents a thorough overview of ecovillages and intentional communities and offers solid
advice on how to research thoroughly visit thoughtfully evaluate intelligently and join gracefully useful considerations include
important questions to ask of members and of yourself signs of a healthy and not so healthy community cost of joining and staying common
blunders to avoid finding community provides intriguing possibilities to readers who are seeking a more cooperative sustainable and meaningful
life diana leafe christian is the author of creating a life together and editor of communities magazine she lives at earthhaven ecovillage in
north carolina

Eurotopia 2000

a beautiful full color book showcasing 20 best practice designs from ecovillages around the world features well established ecovillages
such as findhorn in scotland or auroville in india and newer initiatives such as hua tao in china highlights the unique features of each project
and their solutions to the global social and environmental challenges that confront us includes more than 300 full color photographs
maps and diagrams in 2015 the united nations introduced 17 sustainable development goals to end poverty protect the planet and ensure
prosperity for all aligning perfectly with the practices of ecovillages around the world these initiatives show that ecovillages and
sustainable communities are leading by example as we move into a future focused on partnership environmental protection prosperity and
peace for all life and the planet we live on offering a visual tribute to the work ecovillages do to alleviate climate change social conflict
and environmental damage including more than 300 full color photographs maps and diagrams this beautiful book highlights 20 best practice
designs from ecovillages around the world to show how we can live lightly on the planet no matter where on earth we live in all climate
zones and cultures it demonstrates how ecovillages have already achieved the climate goals all of us are now striving toward through
practical lifestyle changes that promote peaceful and joyful coexistence both among people and between people and nature far from being
only aesthetic choices these changes give an increased quality of life healthy homes delicious organic food playful interdependence a new
spiritual connection to our living planet and much more through their regenerative sustainable and peace promoting practices ecovillages
continue the culture of traditional village living in a modern way that addresses the critical challenges of our time the book features the
following 20 ecovillage projects hurdal ecovillage and hurdal sustainable valley norway svanholm denmark permatopia denmark solheimar
iceland lilleoru tallin estonia findhorn scotland sieben linden germany tamera portugal damanhur italy torri superiore italy kibbutz lotan
israel sekem egypt chololo tanzania tasman ecovillage australia narara australia hua tao ecovillage china auroville india ecovillage at
ithaca new york usa huehuecoyotl mexico ceo do mapia brazil

Ecovillages around the World 2018-07-10

in recent years ecovillages local communities which aim to minimise their ecological impact but maximise human wellbeing and happiness have
proliferated worldwide this briefing describes the history and potential of the ecovillage movement book jacket

Ecovillages 2006

this book published to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the global ecovillage network in july 2015 introduces a selection of
ecovillage projects from all over the world

EcoVillage 2015-07-03

urban gardeners native seed saving collectives ecovillage developments what is the connection between these seemingly disparate groups the
ecological design system of permaculture is the common thread that weaves them into a powerful potentially revolutionary or
reevolutionary movement permaculture is a philosophy based on common ethics of sustainable cultures throughout history that have
designed settlements according to nature s patterns and lived within its bounds as a movement that has been building momentum for the past
40 years it now is taking form as a growing network of sites developed with the intention of regenerating local ecologies and economies
permaculture strategies can be used by individuals groups or nations to address basic human needs such as food water energy and housing as
a species humans are being called forth to evolve using our collective intelligence to meet the challenges of the future yet if we are to
survive our collective planetary crisis we need to revisit history integrating successful systems from sustainable cultures to boldly
confront our position on the brink of the earth s carrying capacity and make changes that incorporate the wisdom of the past is truly
revolutionary sustainable revolution features the work of a worldwide network of visionaries including journalists activists indigenous
leaders and permaculturists such as david holmgren vandana shiva charles eisenstein starhawk erik assadourian victoria tauli corpuz
albert bates and geoff lawton this beautifully photographed collection of profiles interviews and essays features 60 innovative
community based projects in diverse climates across the planet edited by anthropologist juliana birnbaum fox and award winning activist
filmmaker louis fox it can be read as an informal ethnography of an international culture that is modeling solutions on the cutting edge of
social and environmental change the research presented in the book frames the permaculture movement as a significant ally to marginalized
groups such as the urban poor and native communities resisting the pressures of globalization sustainable revolution uplifts and inspires
with its amazing array of dynamic activists and thriving vibrant communities from the trade paperback edition
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Sustainable Revolution 2014-03-25

permaculture design has been the bedrock of the growth of the worldwide network of ecovillages since the mid 1990s a well developed set
of educational programmes has evolved too including the permaculture design foundation course this invaluable source book brings
together everything students on such courses need to know about ecovillage design starting with a historical survey of the tradition of
intentional community the book also covers topics ranging from the size of community gardening and farming building and technology to
economics and tools for helping communities to grow and develop additionally the book features a number of richly observed ecovillage
case studies with photographs alongside lots of tips for facilitators and self study groups this comprehensive book will also be of
interest to those wishing to contribute to the founding and building of ecovillage communities for a sustainable future

The embodiment of postmodern environmental discourse 2008

in order to move global society towards a sustainable ecotopia solutions must be engaged in specific places and communities and the
authors here argue for re orienting environmental anthropology from a problem oriented towards a solutions focused endeavor using case
studies from around the world the contributors scholar activists and activist practitioners examine the interrelationships between three
prominent environmental social movements bioregionalism a worldview and political ecology that grounds environmental action and
experience permaculture a design science for putting the bioregional vision into action and ecovillages the ever dynamic settings for creating
sustainable local cultures

Permaculture 2015-05-21

the most complete and up to date directory of intentional communities in europe detailed descriptions of more than 600 intentional
communities plus many more addresses of communities networks of communities and useful addresses there s features about camphill
anastasia kin domains about community and mainstream decisions in communities and much more the book comes with a bibliography a very
useful index and the option to search communities in an online database the new eurotopia directory will inspire and help network between the
change agents of this world detailed descriptions of 600 communities ecovillages settlements cohousing projects a wealth of articles on
community life introduction of community networks with further community data useful addresses from all of europe current edition 2020
corrections updates and online search for book entries on eurotopia de booksearch unique literature for everyone interested in living in
community

Environmental Anthropology Engaging Ecotopia 2013-04-30

a more cooperative world is possible if we were to put the entire history of humankind into a 24 hour day it would only be in the past
couple minutes that civilization has looked like this pollution exploitation isolation disparity symptoms of a society out of control and
certainly not one that was designed to last but what if we could live differently it turns out more than 100 000 people already are in
ecovillages cohousing communes and communities of all kinds around the world they re working together to create fair sustainable and
satisfying models of society how can you find intentional communities the answer is the communities directory an online and printed catalog
of intentional communities in the us and all over the planet for 25 years the fellowship for intentional community fic has been building
innovating and keeping this catalog fresh a book to find the community that suits you in addition to profiling more than 1 000 communities
the book includes full page maps showing where communities are located charts that compare communities by more than 30 different qualities
and an easy index to find communities interested in specific pursuits guide to intentional communities cooperative livingthis epic book includes
tons of bonus content including articles on how to start or join a community the basics of group dynamics and decision making and
countless resources and links to help your community thrive

Eurotopia Directory 2019-12

in a world of dwindling natural resources and mounting environmental crisis who is devising ways of living that will work for the long haul
and how can we as individuals make a difference to answer these fundamental questions professor karen litfin embarked upon a journey to
many of the world s ecovillages�intentional communities at the cutting edge of sustainable living from rural to urban high tech to low
tech spiritual to secular she discovered an under the radar global movement making positive and radical changes from the ground up in this
inspiring and insightful book karen litfin shares her unique experience of these experiments in sustainable living through four broad windows
ecology economics community and consciousness or e2c2 whether we live in an ecovillage or a city she contends we must incorporate these
four key elements if we wish to harmonize our lives with our home planet not only is another world possible it is already being born in small
pockets the world over these micro societies however are small and time is short fortunately as litfin persuasively argues their successes
can be applied to existing social structures from the local to the global scale providing sustainable ways of living for generations to
come you can learn more about karen s experiences on the ecovillages website ecovillagebook org

Communities Directory 2016-07-31

a unique combination of permaculture design and ecovillage planning with examples from around the world

Ecovillages 2014-01-15

up to date information on over 1 000 intentional communities in north america including ecovillages co ops communes and cohousing projects
and 250 communities from around the world plus detailed cross reference charts an index and maps to help you find the community you are
looking for

Ecovillages 2005-09-01

in light of concerns about food and human health fraying social ties economic uncertainty and rampant consumerism some people are
foregoing a hurried distracted existence and embracing a mindful way of living intentional residential communities across the united states
are seeking the freedom to craft their own societies and live out mohandas k gandhi s vision of democracy based on the values of nonviolence
self sufficiency equality and voluntary simplicity over the course of four years a whitney sanford visited ecovillages cohousing
communities and catholic worker houses and farms where individuals are striving to be the change they wish to see in the world in this book
she reveals the solutions that these communities have devised for sustainable living while highlighting the specific choices and adaptations
that they have made to accommodate local context and geography she examines their methods of reviving and adapting traditional agrarian
skills testing alternate building materials for their homes and developing local governments that balance group needs and individual
autonomy living sustainably is a teachable testament to the idea that new cultures based on justice and sustainability are attainable in
many ways and in countless homes and communities sanford s engaging and insightful work demonstrates that citizens can make a conscious
effort to subsist in a more balanced harmonious world

Together Resilient 2017

up to date information on over 900 intentional communties in north america including ecovillages co ops communes and cohousing projects
and 300 communities from around the world plus detailed cross reference charts an index and maps to help you find the community you are
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looking for

Eco-villages and Sustainable Communities 1991

it is widely understood that good affordable eco housing needs to be at the heart of any attempt to mitigate or adapt to climate change
this is the first book to comprehensively explore eco housing from a geographical social and political perspective it starts from the premise
that we already know how to build good eco houses and we already have the technology to retrofit existing housing despite this
relatively few eco houses are being built featuring over thirty case studies of eco housing in britain spain thailand argentina and the united
states eco homes examines the ways in which radical changes to our houses such as making them more temporary using natural materials or
relying on manual heating and ventilation systems require changes in how we live as such it argues it is not lack of technology or political
will that is holding us back from responding to climate change but deep rooted cultural and social understandings of our way of life and
what we expect our houses to do for us

Living Sustainably 2017-06-16

detailed information about eco villages in 22 countries

Communities Directory 2007

the compelling story of an internationally recognized example of sustainable development in a world filled with stories of environmental
devastation and social dysfunction ecovillage at ithaca is a refreshing and hopeful look at a modern day village that is taking an
integrated approach to addressing these problems this book tells the story of life at ecovillage at ithaca an internationally recognized
example of sustainable development it transports the reader into the midst of a vibrant community that includes co housing neighborhoods
small scale organic farming land preservation green building energy alternatives and hands on education by integrating proven social and
environmental alternatives into a living model ecovillage at ithaca provides a rare glimpse into one possible and positive future for the
planet ecovillage at ithaca delves into the heart of the lived experience at this innovative community it provides a warm personal and
reflective look at what it is like to create a sustainable culture the book tells in depth stories about an integrated way of life running a
family farm creating invented celebrations the poignancy of a home birth as well as a conscious death community work parties dramatic
examples of personal transformation at the same time as one chapter states this is not utopia and the struggles and conflicts inherent in
any community endeavor are not glossed over human scale accessible and inspiring the example of ecovillage at ithaca will help readers
imagine fresh alternatives to life as usual it will appeal to all who are hungry to learn about successful working models of a more
sustainable approach to living with each other and the earth liz walker co founded and has directed ecovillage at ithaca since its inception
in 1991 and has lived there with her family since the first buildings were completed she has worked on all aspects of the community s
development and has written and lectured widely on the topic

Eco-Homes 2016-01-15

ecovillage living is a guide to everything you ve always wanted to know about ecovillages from the tools to make them happen to the
people behind them if you have ever dreamed of natural housing water treatment systems solar panels composting toilets if you have wanted
to work close to home have neighbours whom you know live in a safe place for your children or have a more harmonious lifestyle if you re
building a community and want to learn from others experiences then this is the book for you it is an unprecedented how to and why account
of ecovillage living and a vibrant story of people spearheading a lifestyle which is rapidly growing into a new global culture

Directory of Eco-villages in Europe 1998

the encyclopedia of community is a major four volume reference work that seeks to define one of the most widely researched topics in the
behavioural and social sciences community itself is a concept an experience and a central part of being human this pioneering major reference
work seeks to provide the necessary definitions of community far beyond the traditional views

EcoVillage at Ithaca 2005-05-01

modern web based applications are pertinent for businesses as they often encourage their core competencies and capabilities as such the
agribusiness sector must begin to take advantage of the open networks and advances in communication and information technologies in order
to grow their businesses exponentially driving agribusiness with technology innovations highlights innovative business models and theories
that encourage the use of emerging technological advances to produce thriving enterprises featuring extensive coverage on relevant topics
including digital environments mobile agriculture supply chain platforms and internet marketing models this publication is an important
reference source for business managers practitioners professionals and engineers who are interested in discovering emerging technology trends
for agribusiness

Ecovillage Living 2002

the encyclopedia of leadership brings together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as part of the
human experience developed by the award winning editorial team at berkshire publishing group the encyclopedia includes hundreds of articles
written by 280 leading scholars and experts from 17 countries exploring leadership theories and leadership practice entries and sidebars
show leadership in action in corporations and state houses schools churches small businesses and nonprofit organizations

Encyclopedia of Community 2003-06-30

this book addresses key topics in the current deliberations and debates on low carbon cities that are underway globally contributions by
experts from around the world focus on the key factors required for creating low carbon cities these include appropriate infrastructure
ensuring co benefits of climate actions making best use of knowledge and information proper accounting of emissions and social factors such
as behavioral change readers will gain a better understanding of these drivers and explore potential transformation pathways for cities
particular emphasis is given to the current situation of energy consumption and greenhouse gas ghg emissions at the urban level stressing the
complexity of measuring ghg emissions from cities chapters also shed new light on the long term transformation pathways towards low
carbon this book discusses key challenges and opportunities in all these domains to aid in creating low carbon cities making it of value to
policy makers researchers in academia and consultants working on climate change and energy issues the low carbon cities agenda is of bold
ambition and demands rapid societal transformation this book provides invaluable information and analysis on how the goals of this agenda
can be achieved and what will be the significant obstacles in the way the content in the book goes below the surface to reveal on the ground
economic engineering and equity issues that are at the heart of the paris climate agreement and the ensuing policy debates in this way creating
low carbon cities serves as a critical scholarly benchmark and as a toolkit for further action william solecki professor institute for
sustainable cities city university of new york creating low carbon cities provides a refreshingly critical approach to low carbon urban
development what has been achieved so far and the challenges ahead it will be an important data driven resource for local leaders
sustainability practitioners and urban planners ms monika zimmermann deputy secretary general iclei local governments for sustainability
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Really Free Culture 2017-03-20

across the globe political movements opposing privatisation enclosures and other spatial controls are coalescing towards the idea of the
commons as a result struggles over the commons and common life are now coming to the forefront of both political activism and scholarly
enquiry this book advances academic debates concerning the spatialities of the commons and draws out the diverse materialities
temporalities and experiences of practices of commoning part one materialising the commons focuses on the performance of new geographical
imaginations in spatial and material practices of commoning part two spaces of commoning explores the importance of the turn from commons
to commoning bringing together chapters focusing on the doing of commons and how spaces materials bodies and abstract flows are
intertwined in these complex and excessive processes part three an expanded commons explores the broader registers and spaces in which the
concept of the commons is at stake and highlights how and where the commons can open new areas of action and research part four the
capture of the commons questions the particular interdependence of the commons and enclosure assumed within commons literature framed by
the concept of neoliberalism providing a comprehensive introduction to the diverse ways in which ideas of the commons are being
conceptualised and enacted both throughout the social sciences and in practical action this book foregrounds the commons as an arena for
political thought and sets an agenda for future research

Driving Agribusiness With Technology Innovations 2004-02-29

sustainable living for your home neighborhood and community is about your home inside and outside and how you can use less energy spend
less money and enjoy it more it s about your neighborhood and how you and your neighbors can benefit from working and sharing together and
it s about your community and how all of its neighborhoods and residents can benefit from cooperative effort this book isn t about buying
greener things it s about buying fewer things it s about spending less money and getting more out of life and helping the planet at the same time
most of all sustainable living is a guide to saving money improving your life and giving you the tools you need to be adaptable to deal with
an future

Encyclopedia of Leadership 2017-03-10

this textbook adopts a multi perspective approach designed specifically to allow access to the topic from a wide range of educational and
professional backgrounds and to develop understanding of a diversity of approaches and traditions at different levels

Creating Low Carbon Cities 2015-10-23

over the centuries philosophers and spiritual leaders who did not behave in a virtuous way or spoke too freely of their theories often had
problems with survival from socrates to plato and then osho krishnamurti mere kriyananda all the way to the spiritual guide of damanhur
falco tarassaco on these pages we recapitulate the events of a very italian experience that started more than forty years ago esoteric
thought creation of a popolo spirituale spiritual people community life with transformations that have come about through alchemies that
were not always easy through temples art alternative economy selfica technology networks of organizations and a complex social
political organization damanhur is like a crystal with many faces to discover visiting or living there for shorter or longer periods of time

Space, Power and the Commons 2007

via 150 signed articles green cities an a to z guide provides an overview of the key concepts that urban planners policy makers architects
engineers and developers use to understand the sustainability dimensions of the urban environment it identifies cities that have taken steps to
become greener and discusses the strategies they have used it also reviews broad concepts associated with green cities cities face enormous
environmental challenges and the entries in this volume from case studies of greener cities to discussions of green urban design infrastructure
and processes can help us transform our cities into healthier sustainable communities in which a growing urban population can thrive vivid
photographs searchable hyperlinks numerous cross references an extensive resource guide and a clear accessible writing style make the green
society volumes ideal for classroom use as well as for research

Sustainable Living 2008

a comprehensive guide to safeguard your livelihood income and standard of living through the ups and downs of any economy most americans
no matter what their economic circumstances identify themselves as middle class a recent gallup poll showed that 63 consider themselves
upper middle or middle class and they are feeling burned out and squeezed under pressure to bring home more and more money just to maintain
their standard of living middle class lifeboat is an answer to that pressure a comprehensive guide to living a more stress free lifestyle part i
safeguarding your livelihood profiles the 53 best jobs to have to be self sufficient whether the economy is up or down part ii safeguarding
your income 6 ways to extend your earnings that don t always involve money part iii safeguarding your standard of living 10 off the grid
lifestyle choices to increase your quality of life

Understanding Sustainable Development 2017-10-29

the past quarter century proved to be a particularly rough and rocky road for the cultural mutant from getting on the wrong end of
political correctness at st john s college santa fe followed by a confused odyssey as an esl teacher a doctoral student a would be
scholar and poet pundit and constitutionalist attorney psychedelic inner space explorer and blues piano player and then returning to his
boyhood neighborhood only to find it irretrievably morphed and mangled the confusion experienced during the cultural mutant s long odyssey
in the wilderness of not knowing precisely the causes of his malaise is exhaustively portrayed herein

The Faces of the Crystal Damanhur 2011-06-28

energy communities explores core potential systemic benefits and costs in engaging consumers into communities particularly relating to
energy transition the book evaluates the conditions under which energy communities might be regarded as customer centered market driven and
welfare enhancing the book also reviews the issue of prevalence and sustainability of energy communities and whether these features are
likely to change as opportunities for distributed energy grow sections cover the identification of welfare considerations for citizens and for
society on a local and national level and from social economic and ecological perspectives while also considering different community
designs and evolving business models defines and conceptualizes the energy community for the current generation of researchers and
practitioners facing the energy transition explores the main benefits and challenges in forming energy communities and to what extent they are
welfare enhancing examines under what terms conditions regulations or policies energy communities can be beneficially and successfully
organized and why reviews the combination of business models and forms of organization which are conducive to economic feasibility and the
commercial success of energy communities

Green Cities 2008-01-01

despite the great recession slightly different forms of global capitalism are still portrayed as the only game in town by the vast majority
of people in power in the world today unbridled growth trade liberalisation and competition are advocated as the only or best ways of
organizing the contemporary world unemployment yawning gaps between rich and poor political disengagement and environmental devastation
are too often seen as acceptable side effects of the dominance of neo liberalism but the reality is that capitalism has always been contested
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and that people have created many other ways of providing for themselves this book explores economic and organizational possibilities
which extend far beyond the narrow imagination of economists and management theorists chapters on co operatives community currencies the
transition movement scrounging co housing and much more paints a rich picture of the ways in which another word is not only possible but
already taking shape the aim of this companion is to move beyond complaining about the present and into exploring this diversity of
organisational possibilities our starting point is a critical analysis of contemporary global capitalism is merely the opening for thinking
about organizing as a form of politics by other means and one that can be driven by the values of solidarity freedom and responsibility this
comprehensive companion with an international cast of contributors gives voice to forms of organizing which remain unrepresented or
marginalised in organizational studies and conventional politics yet which offer more promising grounds for social and environmental justice
it is a valuable resource for students activists and researchers interested in alternative approaches to economy and society in a variety of
disciplinary and interdisciplinary fields

Middle-Class Lifeboat 2017-03-11

anthropologist kristen ghodsee looks at pioneering experiments in communal living to present a rousing argument for rethinking what we mean
by home a must read thomas piketty just wonderful angela saini throughout history and around the world today forward thinking
communities have pioneered alternative ways of living together sharing property and raising children in everyday utopia anthropologist
kristen ghodsee explores what we can learn from these experiments from the ancient greek commune founded by pythagoras to the trail blazing
feminists of the french revolution from the cohousing movement in contemporary denmark to the flourishing ecovillages of colombia and
portugal she shows why utopian thinking is essential to making a fairer world and that many of the best ways of getting there begin at home
this warm intelligent and lucid book takes us on a deep dive into how people have created better systems for living systems that actually
work robert waldinger author of the good life and director of the harvard study of adult developmet exhilarating a powerful reminder
that dreaming of better worlds is not just some fantastical project but also a very serious political one rebecca traister author of good
and mad splendid invigorating writing for a cheerless era yanis varoufakis author of technofeudalism a vision of what our future could be if
we dare to dream susan neiman left is not woke

Plight of the Cultural Mutant 2022-07-01

the americas and oceania assessing sustainability provides extensive coverage of sustainability practices in two regions linked culturally
and historically by their relative isolation before the columbian exchange by their colonization after it and by the challenges of pollution
resource overuse and environmental degradation regional experts and international scholars focus on environmental history in areas such
as the south pacific islands now particularly threatened by rising ocean levels due to climate change and on countries whose governments
and corporations can play a major role in promoting or discouraging sustainable choices brazil an emergent power on the world stage the
united states the world s third most populous nation and new zealand seemingly on its way to becoming an enviable model of sustainable
development

Energy Communities 2014-01-03

real world stories of the positive impact of living in green communities

The Routledge Companion to Alternative Organization 2023-05-18

this book documents the wide range of contemporary communes and other intentional communities providing sanctuaries for like minded people
to pursue cooperative alternatives to media stoked consumerism and the relentless tempo of change that characterizes mainstream life in
21st century america and europe common purse uncommon future the long strange trip of communes and other intentional communities
explores the many new types of communal living being tried in america and europe today a growing number of people disenchanted with the
pressures and demands of mainstream lifestyles are drawn by the nostalgic appeal of traditional mostly agrarian and artisanal lifestyles
as practiced in residential communities where liminal rituals of membership serve to validate pacts to live and work together in cooperative
social and economic relations manzella focuses on the ways in which today s most innovative and controversial ecovillages diverge from
the hippie communes of yesteryear s counterculture and from older communal forms such as kibbutzim and arts and crafts colonies and how
today s nonsectarian spiritual and volunteer service communities differ from traditional religious communes and ashrams he reports his field
investigations of a whole new generation of communal living experiments such as residential land trusts survivalist retreats urban
cohousing green housing cooperatives student co ops and new age organic agrarian communes

Everyday Utopia 2012-11-01

Berkshire Encyclopedia of Sustainability 8/10 2009-06-01

Living Green 2010-09-02

Common Purse, Uncommon Future
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